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IN-Ticket:

What happens when
cells get too large?

I. Two Types of Organisms
Unicellular Organisms- perform
all the functions of life in a single cell.
A.

VIDEO: CELL
DIFFERENTIATION

B. Multicellular
Organisms - are made of
highly specialized cells
that perform specific
functions.
a. Cells do ONE job
rather than many.
b. More efficient but
dependent on the
whole system.
c. Examples:
Eukaryotes like you!

a. Simple but not efficient.
b. Examples: Bacteria (prokaryotes) and
Amoeba

II. Organ Systems
A. Different organs
work together to
achieve a common
goal.

Example: Stomach,
Small & large
Intestines, liver, gall
bladder, = Digestive
System.
B. There are 11
organ systems
in the human body.
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III. Organs

IV. Tissues

Two or more tissues grouped together to
perform a function.

A. Same types of cells
grouped together.

A.

Example: Stomach is an organ of
digestion.

B. There are 4 tissue types:
a. Epithelial

(ex: skin and membranes)

b. Muscle

(ex: smooth, cardiac, and
muscle)

c. Connective

(ex: bone, fat, and blood).

d. Nervous

(ex: neurons and brain)

V. Cells:
A. The basic unit of life.

Do Human Body System
p46

B. Every cell contains a complete
set of chromosomes.

Lets Label!!!
Finish Writing functions and Coloring for HW

VI. Summary: Levels of Body Organization
Cells  Tissues  Organs  Organ Systems  Organism
Sub-Atomic Particles
Atoms
Molecules
Macromolecules
Organelles
Cells
Tissue
Organs
Organ Systems
Organism
Population
Community
Ecosystems
Biome
Biosphere
Solar System
Universe

VII. How do organisms become
multicellular?
A. Each cell must first
copy its chromosomes
before making new cells
by cell division.
B. Each species has a
characteristic number of
chromosomes in its
nucleus. Ex: Humans:

23 pairs
46 chromosomes
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VIII.Cell Division
A. = the process by
which cellular
material is
divided between
two new
daughter cells.
B. Daughter cells
will be identical
to each other
and to the
mother cell
(clones).

IX. The Cell Cycle
A. = life of a cell from
the time it is first formed
from a dividing parent
cell until its own division
into two cells.
B. During the cell cycle
the cell :

a. Grows and
prepares for division
b. Divides into two
daughter cells

G1
(growth; Gap 1)

X. Phases of the Cell Cycle

11 hrs.

•Rapid cell growth
•Cell doubles in size
•Enzymes + organelles
double in number

A. The cell cycle consists of 3 phases:
G2=Gap 2

b. Mitosis - division of the nucleus

•Rapid Growth

c. Cytokinesis - division of the cytoplasm

7 hrs.

•Final preparation
for cell division

Label
in Notebook

A. A series of enzymes

•Growth
•DNA makes a
copy of itself

a. Interphase – growth of cell (G1, S, and G2)

XI. Control of the Cell Cycle

S=Synthesis

3 hrs.

XII. Why do cells need to divide?
A. GROWTH and DEVELOPMENT

control the cell cycle at
each checkpoint (G1, G2,
and M).

a. A single cell results in
numerous cells.

B. These enzymes check
that the DNA replicated
properly and that the cell
has grown properly.

b.Multicellular organisms grow in size
from a single cell created during
fertilization (joining of egg and
sperm).

C. Cancer results from a
mutation of the genes that
regulate the cell cycle.
(Tumor- a mass of abnormal
cells).

B. REPAIR and REPLACEMENT
a. Damaged cells repair during
interphase.
b. New cells created to
replace damaged or dead cells.
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OUT:

?

Cell Cycle Lab

Using the times in our imaginary cell
cycle, calculate the per cent of time
this cell spends in interphase.

Cell Cycle Lab
Example: Interphase

Find an internet diagram for each Phase of the
cell Cycle.
Draw the diagram into your lab page and label all
structures.
Label all structures.

Cell Cycle Lab
Example: Prophase

Cell Cycle- Lab Labels
*Chromatin (Interphase, Telophase, Cytokinesis)
*Sister Chromatids (Metaphase)
*Chromatid (Anaphase)
Aster
Cell Plate
Centrioles
Centromere
Cleavage Furrow
Equator
Nuclear Membrane
Pole
Spindle Fibers
*Only one of these words must be used in each diagram

STOP

Day 2
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I. Cells cannot just grow bigger.

Chromosome Structure
and Mitosis

In-Ticket:
List the levels of
biological
organization from
smallest to largest.

II. Why does DNA exist in two forms?
A.DNA instructions can only be “read”
and copied when the DNA is
unwound as CHROMATIN.

A. Too difficult to
transport materials
inside and outside
the cell (Diffusion is
too slow!)
B. Demand on DNA to
make proteins to
keep up cell
function is too
great.

D. When a cell is undergoing division, the
chromosomes are visible and appear as
short, fat rods.

B.During cell division, the copied DNA
must be separated into two new cells.
C.To prevent the strands from getting
tangled and damaged, they are
wound into CHROMOSOMES.

III. Parts of a Chromosome
A. After replication, chromosomes
contain two identical parts
called sister chromatids

Draw and label a single and double stranded
chromosome (sister chromatids) with genes and
a centromere in your notebook.

B. Chromatids are the
replicated, identical
side of a chromosome.
C. DNA strands are now
doubled chromosomes
attached at a point called
the centromere.

Single Strands
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IV. Chromosome Terms

C. Homologous Chromosomes

A. Autosomes =

a. Chromosomes come
in pairs – one
maternal and one
paternal

a. Any chromosome that is
not a sex chromosome
b. Also called body or
somatic chromosomes

b. Have the same size,
shape, and the same
gene locations

B. Sex chromosomes
a. Involved with
determining the sex
of an organism

c. Structurally different
from all other pairs

b. Typically one of two
kinds: “X” or “Y”

D. Karyotype – an image of an individual’s
chromosomes arranged in homologous pairs by
size and order

a. Cells become visible at the start of mitosis.
b. Humans have 2 sex chromosomes and 44
autosomes (23 pairs; 46 chromosomes)

E. Genome is the complete set of genes or
chromosomes present in a cell or
organism.

Doubled
Chromosomes
after
Replication

Singled
Chromosomes
before
Replication

What is the difference between these
two karyotypes?

F. The number of chromosomes have no

relationship to complexity of the
organism.
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V. Before Mitosis: Interphase
A. Cell doubles in size
B. DNA Replicates
C. Organelles are
produced for the two
daughter cells.
D. Where the cell spends
most of its time

VI. What is happening during mitosis?
A. Beginning of Mitosis (Prophase):
a. Chromatin is condensed into
compact sister chromatids
attached at the centromere.
b. Chromosomes are visible.
c. Nuclear membrane disappears.

b. Anaphase
1. Centromere splits
2. Sister chromatids pulled
to opposite ends of the
cell

B. Middle of Mitosis
a. Metaphase
1. Chromosomes become
attached to the spindle
fibers.
2. Spindle fibers line up
the chromosomes in
the middle of the cell.

C. End of Mitosis (Telophase)
a. Results in two complete
sets of chromosomes at
opposite ends (poles) of
the cell
b. Centrioles and spindle
disappear
c. Nuclear membrane reforms
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VII. Cytokinesis
A. The division of the cytoplasm after mitosis.
a. In animal cells, a cleavage furrow pinches the cell
membrane inward into two separate cells.

b. In plant cells, a cell plate forms
between the two nuclei to separate the two new cells.

B. Each cell now contains
its own nucleus, cytoplasm,
and organelles.

IX. Frequency of Mitosis
A. Rate of division depends on
the body’s need for a particular
cell type.
B. Frequency of division varies
with cell type:
a. Skin cells-divide frequently

b. Liver cells-divide rarely
C. Prokaryotes divide
faster than eukaryotes.
D. Some cells do not divide
(nerve cells); remain in G0 following G1

Cell Cycle and Cancer

VIII. Importance of Mitosis:
Ensures that new cells can
carry on the same functions
as the mother cell.
A. Unicellular organisms
reproduce by binary fission
(asexual reproduction);
inherit the genes of only
one parent
B. In multicellular organisms,
mitosis results in the
growth,development, and
repair of the organism.

Sometimes cells exit the cell cycle
and enter the G0 phase (resting
phase). In the G0 phase, cells are
alive and metabolically active, but
do not divide. In this phase, cells
do not copy their DNA and do not
prepare for cell division. Many
cells in the human body,
including those in the heart,
muscle, and brain are in the G0
phase. They do not undergo
mitosis, so they do not replicate.
If these cells are damaged they
cannot be replaced.

Out-Ticket
Chromosome Term Matching
And Mitosis Activity
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Cell Cycle Lab
Use class slides to find an example of each
phase of the cell cycle and draw in the lab
packet.

Label all structures.

Cell Cycle Lab
Cell Cycle- Lab Labels
*Chromatin (Interphase, Telophase, Cytokinesis)
*Sister Chromatids (Metaphase)
*Chromatid (Anaphase)
Aster
Cell Plate
Centrioles
Centromere
Cleavage Furrow
Equator
Nuclear Membrane
Pole
Spindle Fibers
*Only one of these words must be used in each diagram

STOP

IN Ticket:
Do all cells in an organism
have the same DNA?
Yes or No?
Discuss with your
partner. Then,
explain your
answer in
complete
sentences.

Day 3 Cell Differentiation
How do cells become specialized?

I. Structure Suggests Function
A. As multicellular organisms grow and
develop, their cells begin to specialize
and take on specific jobs of the body.
B. A cell’s special role will translate into
structural adaptations. (Shape = Job)
What do the
shapes of
these cells
tell you
about what
they do?
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II. Cell Differentiation
A. Process by which a less specialized

cell becomes more specialized to
perform a specific function.

B. Differentiated cells have the exact
same DNA as all other cells in the
organism. (Every nucleus contains the
SAME DNA!)
a. But cells express different traits.
(Proteins.)

C. All cells in the body
originate from the zygote
(fertilized egg) which
divides.
D. As the embryo develops,
the cells divide and change
their shape, contents, and
function.

b. Cells use only PART of their DNA

If all cells contain the same
1. Not
all ofdo
theyour
genes
areballs
turned
on!
DNA,
why
eye
not
2. Certain genes
are activated while
have
hair?
others remain inactive.

III. What controls differentiation?
A.Gene Regulation - Genes
instruct each cell how and
when to build the proteins
needed to create specific
structures for each cell
type.

C. Cell regulates which genes are on or
off allowing the cell to “remember”
what it should be doing long term.
What is the
difference between
a positive and
negative
transcription factor?

B. Regulatory proteins
(transcription factors)
bind to the DNA
sequence to control
transcription.

IV. Stem Cells
A. Undifferentiated cells with the
potential to be any type of cell.
B. All cells start out as stem cells
which divide by mitosis.
C. Two broad types of stem cells:
a. Embryonic - Come from
developing embryo
b. Adult - For repair and
replenishing adult, body
tissues
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D. Stem Cell Potential = the ability to differentiate
into other cells (3 types of cells)
a. Totipotent cells – come from a fertilized egg

c. Unipotent cells - can only become

certain types of cells; exist in some
tissues; know as “adult” stem cells

which can form ANY type of cell in an adult
organism

b. Pluripotent cells –
come from embryonic
cells to form many
different types of
cells but can not
become a whole
organism

Like seeds that
can become only
one type of plant !!

V. Embryonic Stem Cells and Body Plan
Development
Can become
whole
organism!

A. Fertilization
Form many
different types of
cells

Unipotent

Can become only one
type of cell

B. Zygote
becomes a
Morula (ball of
cells)
C. Blastula hollow ball of
cells with an
inner cell mass
D. Gastrula forms as
blastula folds in
on itself
forming 3
layers
Gastrula

Body Plan Development
Morula
Blastula

Gastrula

E. Each layer of the gastrula
differentiates into cells of
different organ systems.
a. Ectoderm-nervous system and
skin
b. Mesoderm-muscles and connective tissue
c. Endoderm-lining of digestive system and
internal organs.
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VI. Mechanisms for Differentiation
A. What type of signal
cues start cell
differentiation?

Types of Cell Signaling
Touching

Got a
message
for you!

a. External-chemicals

Be like
come from neighboring
me!
cells
b. Internal-come from
inside the stem cell and
are based on what they
are touching
c. Environmental-signals
come from outside the
body (Examples:

Chemical Signal
Chemical Signal Close By

X

Chemical
Signal

From Far Away

What we eat; Stress

temperature and nutrients)

VII. Determination of Stem Cell Fate
A. When stem cells
divide, one new cell…

a. Differentiates.
b. And one remains a
stem cell.
B. With each division,
the stem cell line is
replenished.
C. The body continually
has stem cells so any
cell can be made
throughout life.

VIII. Stem Cells in Medicine
A.Testing New Drugs – Scientists
mimic differentiation to test drugs
on specific cell types
B.Cell-based Therapies –Stem cells
are prompted to differentiate into
cell types to repair damaged or
destroyed tissues.
• Examples: spinal cord injury,
stroke, burns, heart disease,
diabetes, arthritis.

C.Offer promise for future
therapies with more
research.

Hamburger from stem cells

Differentiation Activity
Outside Class Room
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Ectoderm

Germ Cells

Out-Ticket:
1. What were we demonstrating
in the activity today?
2. What does the activity teach us
about the process?

Skin
Neurons & Brain
Pigment

Egg
Sperm

Stem
Cells
Pluripotent

Endoderm
Lung
Thyroid
Digestive

Mesoderm
Cardiac Muscle
Skeletal
Kidney
Smooth Muscle

Stems Cells Ted ED

Stem Cells Bozeman

from 1:18 to 7:44
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